ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

Content List:

(A) Side vertical outside support (Head to toe) folded
(B) Center middle vertical support (Head to toe) folded
(F) Foundation cover
9 - 2pc legs
Hardware packet

(C) Horizontal support (left to right)
Head or foot

(D) 2 Bundled center slates (one for each side)

(E) 16 - Individual slates (8 on each side)

Watch our assembly video at www.ghostbed.com/assembly
1. Unfold the side vertical outside supports (A) placing them approx. 4 feet apart with the hinges facing inward. Unfold and place the center middle vertical support (B) in between the 2 supports. Unfold and place the Horizontal Support (C) at the head and foot with the hinges facing inward.

2. Align the middle support with the metal flaps pointing away from the hinge section and attach using the longest bolt thru the hinge section, repeat the same on the opposite side. Align each corner with the vertical supports and attach using 10 bolts, 1 thru each support, the other by the leg plate. Tighten all nuts with the enclosed wrench.

3. Place the Bundled slat sections (D) in the middle on each side snapping each slat end into the plastic seat.

4. Place each of the 16 slats (E) into each of the seats, snapping each end in place.

5. Unfold the cover and place it over the foundation. Pull each corner over the frame, an assistant may be helpful, until the cover completely and smoothly covers the foundation.

6. If using the legs, screw each leg into the frame thru the slit in the cover. Make sure to hand tighten each leg completely.

7. If attaching to a Headboard – see instructions accompanying Headboard Brackets.